
OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS

INCLUDED IN THE KIT Drill Bit

Instructions  
Determine the location of the sensor on the inside of the bumper 
cover or part. If there is no indication of the sensor hole location 
follow the manufacturer’s recommendations for determining the 
proper hole location. 
Drill a pilot hole in the middle of the sensor location with the included 
drill bit and drill (not included). 
Once the desired sensor hole diameter is determined, select the 
corresponding 3-pieces plate column from the kit. (Pushing 
Plate/Top Cutting Plate/Bottom Cutting Plate). Each column cuts 2 
different sizes. 
Assemble (See Diagram) the Bottom Cutting Plate to the Center 
Piece Screw with the desired hole size facing the plastic. 
Slide the Screw through the pilot hole on the outside of the plastic 
bumper cover with Bottom Cutting Plate touching the paint side. 
Place the matching Top Cutting Plate (from the column) to the Screw 
on the inside of the bumper cover. The desired cutting size should be 
facing the plastic. 
Install the Pushing Plate on the Screw, on top of the Top Cutting 
Plate. The Pushing Plate’s flat piece (with Dent Fix Logo) is facing 
away from the Top Cutting Plate. 
Install the Locking Bolt on Screw end. Screw on hand tight. 
Take a 11mm ratchet wrench (not included) and tighten the screw 
until the hole is punched. 
Reverse the locking bolt to separate the tool from the bumper.
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 Instructions

1. Determine the location of the sensor on the inside of the
bumper cover or part. If there is no indication of the sensor
hole location follow the manufacturer’s recommendations for
determining the proper hole location.

2. Drill a pilot hole in the middle of the sensor location with the
included drill bit and drill (not included).

3. Once the desired sensor hole diameter is determined, select
the corresponding 3-pieces plate column from the kit.
(Pushing Plate/Top Cutting Plate/Bottom Cutting Plate). Each
column cuts 2 different sizes.

4. Assemble (See Diagram) the Bottom Cutting Plate to the
Center Piece Screw with the desired hole size facing the
plastic.

5. Slide the Screw through the pilot hole on the outside of the
plastic bumper cover with Bottom Cutting Plate touching the
paint side.

6. Place the matching Top Cutting Plate (from the column) to the
Screw on the inside of the bumper cover. The desired cutting
size should be facing the plastic.

7. Install the Pushing Plate on the Screw, on top of the Top Cutting Plate. The Pushing Plate’s
flat piece (with Dent Fix Logo) is facing away from the Top Cutting Plate.

8. Install the Locking Bolt on Screw end. Screw on hand tight with hand tools. DO NOT USE
PNEUMATIC TOOLS!

9. Take a 13mm ratchet wrench (not included) and tighten the screw until the hole is punched.
10.Reverse the locking bolt to separate the tool from the bumper.

Learn more about dent fix corporation we have.

https://www.toolsid.com/dent-repair-tools.html
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